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“BORONI FREE FROM PLASTIC RUINS”

Once upon a time, 

There lived a great man in a village called Boroni

And it happened that he was a mathematician

Who lectures in a university in town

Other villagers's major occupation was fishing

They depended on it for shelter, sustainance, and maintenance of good health

There was peace for a very long time in Boroni

Until a certain plague came upon them

Sound health wallowed in uncertainty

Children generating strange signs of nutritional defects and more

Hunger last for the night but suffering came in the morning

Although there was a company that lived in deceit in the village

Its channel for plastic wastes was directed towards the fishing site

And villagers were educated that it helps produce indispensable nutrients to aquatic organisms

The fight against the plague begins

As the great mathematician fights to retain his honour in the village

He then came up with this, 

A     B         C         D          E              F             G            H             I            J             K             L 

1         2 3 4 5     6         7 8   9    10       11         12

M       N        O          P          Q            R            S          T           U      V     W      X       Y        Z 

13       14       15        16          17   18      19      20          21     22   23     24       25       26



P =16 H= 8 M= 13 L= 12

L =12 E= 5 O= 15 E= 5

A= 1 A= 1 R= 18 S= 19

S= 19 L= 12 E= 5 S= 19

T =20 T= 20

I= 9 H= 8

C= 3

TOTAL=     80    54    51    55

If Plastic α 1/Health

80=K/54

Where K is a constant
K= 80*54

K= 4320

K= Boroni a land filled with peace, unity, progress and harmony. A land for fish farmers and a
place that harbours sustained farming...,,,….

This implies that plastic affects life in an inverse proportion. The more the plastic, the less life it
support and vice versa

Let us see what happens when there is more and less plastic

More plastic= K/X

Where More plastic= 51+80=131 and K= 4320

i.e 131 = 4320/X

131X = 4320

X= 32.977 = 33



33 is equivalent to MANE which means Miserable And Negative Effect

On the other hand, 

Less plastic= K/X

Where Less plastic = 55+80= 135 and K=4320

i.e 135= 4320/X

135X = 4320

X= 32

32 is equivalent to LANE which means Little And Normal Effect

This implies that More Plastic into the water will  bring Miserable and negative effect to the
health of all living organisms in Boroni, including Human, while less plastic in the water would
bring about Little and normal effect to the eventual health of life in Boroni.   

This he explained and said

Our Problem is that deceitful company

That dumps plastic in our water

And tells us that it has no effect

It does have as we have discovered now

Both on the young, old, fish, water, it does

The people quickly believed him

The conspiring company was uncovered

It took time but victory came at last

The great mathematician was crowned King

The company was sent packing

And banner reads till date that "set our water free of plastic that we may live healthy"

The land wallow in good health and lost glory was regained.

“SET OUR WATER FREE OF PLASTIC RUINS”


